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[Answer any five (05) from the following questions]

1. a. Diffcrentiutc between flouting Policy and Blanket Policy. 03
b. Define stay, deviation and touch clause. Under what circumstances stay deviation touch are ')3

excused?
c. "Premiums of marine insurance are returnable due to agreement and for the reason of 04

equity"-Evaluate this statement.

2. a. Define the concept of Hazard in insurance. Distinguish between the physical and moral Hazard 05
with examples. How do you prevent the hazard in the insurance policy?

b. Classify the risk in the Life insurance with example. How do you measure it? Is there any 05
relationship between the risk and premium? Explain. ,

3. a. Distinguish among the whole life insurance, Term insurance and Survivorship policy with at 05
least one example of each.

b. Assume that a term life insurance of 96,463 people starting at the age of 45, which lasts for 05
five years and a return of investment, is 4%. Amount of claims per death is tk. 1000. The
following information extracted from experience life table of 2003-2004. Calculate present
value of all claims and premium per polic

Age 45

4: a.

b.
c.

S. a.

b.

6. a.

b.

Mortality rate oer 1,000 2.83

Define Takaful, Explain underlying contracts that helps making agreement between Takaful 03
operator and Participants.
Analyze basic limitations of Conventional Insurance that leads to development of Takaful. 03
Explain hybrid ofWakalah and Mudarabah Model under Takaful operation. 04

What is fire? Explain the causes of fire with example. Discuss the process of compensation for 05
a) more than one fire during a period, b) Lightning and c) Explosion. ,
Classify the system of rate or premium fixation in the fire insurance with example. ' . 05

Illustrate the .concept of Re-Takaful with its Shariah rulling. What are the challenges of Re- 05
takaful to operate in the world? How do you overcome it? Use relevant example
Define Waqf with its classification and Example. Discuss the Waqf model of Takaful with 05
Diagram. What is the long run impact ofWaqfTakaful in the insurance industry?

7. Answer any five of the followings:
i. General Takaful

ii.Sue and labor Charge

iii.Personal judgment rating

iv. Experience rating

v. Marine insurance

vi. Copy of protest


